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Psychologists interested in the study of language find that people are faster at 

making decisions about words that are related than they are at making decisions about 

words that are not related – an effect called semantic priming. This phenomenon has 

largely only been document in laboratory settings using natural languages as contest 

and real words as stimuli. The current study explores the relation between the semantic 

priming effect and a laboratory procedure designed to give rise to performances that 

can be described as linguistic. Six adult participants learned to partition a collection of 

eight stimuli into two sets of four stimuli. Following this, the subjects showed the 

semantic priming effect within a set of stimuli but not across sets. These data suggest 

that it may be possible to study linguistic phenomenon in laboratory-based procedures 

allowing better control and the ability to ask very precise questions about linguistic 

functioning. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Stimulus equivalence refers to the observation that training a verbally 

sophisticated human a few overlapping conditional relations among stimuli results in the 

establishment of a number of other conditional relations without direct training or 

reinforcement (Sidman, Wynne, Maguire, & Barnes, 1982; Sidman & Tailby, 1982). For 

example, having learned to match the written word GATO (Stimulus A) to a picture of a 

cat (Stimulus B) and the written word CAT (Stimulus C), human participants will readily 

match the picture of a cat and the written word “CAT” to the written word “GATO” and to 

each other without further training.  

Sets of stimuli for which the above description holds true are called stimulus 

equivalence classes because they satisfy the requirements of equivalence relations as 

described in mathematical set theory. Set theory states that a relation of equivalence 

obtains among elements if it can be shown that are elements are related via reflexivity, 

symmetry, and transitivity. These requirements are satisfied by the testing trials 

presented after a participant has acquired the baseline conditional discriminations.  

Symmetry is demonstrated when the trained conditional relations are shown to be 

reversible -- having learned to select B given A, the participant now selects A given B 

without any training to do so.  Similarly, transitivity is demonstrated when the sample 

stimulus from one baseline trial type and comparison stimulus from a different baseline 

trial type can be recombined: having learned to select B given A and C given B, the 

participant selects C given A without training. Finally, reflexivity is documented when 

participants demonstrate generalized identity matching. In sum, the tests for an 
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equivalence relation consists of assaying whether or not the stimuli have become 

substitutable for each other in the context of conditional discrimination. 

The substitutability, combined with other features of equivalence classes and 

their development, have led researchers to suggest that laboratory-generated 

equivalence relations may serve as effective models of linguistic functioning.  One 

important observation in this regard has to do with the generative nature of equivalence 

relations. Fields, Verhave, and Fath (1984), for example, have shown that the number 

of derived relations in an equivalence class is equal to N2 + N + 1 (where N is equal to 

the number of trained baseline relations). The geometric relation between trained and 

tested conditional relations nicely parallels the kind of generativity described in natural 

languages, particularly the development and expansion of specific aspects of semantic 

networks in young children between 12 – 24 months of age (McMurray, 2007).  The 

establishment of an equivalence class corresponds well to the establishment of a 

semantic network and the expansion of an equivalence class closely matches aspects 

of the expansion of semantic networks.  These features have led many researchers to 

suggest that laboratory-generated stimulus equivalence relations and naturally 

developing and expanding semantic networks may be related (Barnes & Hampson, 

1993; Cullinan, Barnes, Hampson, & Lyddy, 1994; Fields, 1987; Hayes & Hayes, 1992; 

Reese, 1991; Sidman, 1986).   

If accurate, the identification of laboratory models of semantic networks could be 

of tremendous use in studying the development of referential relations in well-controlled 

laboratory situations. It is important, however, to ascertain the extent to which 

laboratory-generated equivalence relations have the properties of more naturally 
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occurring linguistic phenomena. In other words, we have to be sure that equivalence 

relations are relevant outside of the context in which they are assayed and thus defined. 

If an “equivalence relation among stimuli” means nothing more than positive outcomes 

on the trial types used to define equivalence, the phenomenon is true by definition and 

meaningful only in a rather limited and arbitrarily defined context.  

Research outcomes indicate that stimuli shown to be related via equivalence also 

appear to be related in other ways. For example, a considerable amount of research 

has shown that discriminative or reinforcing stimulus functions established for one 

member of an equivalence class also extend to other stimuli in the equivalence class 

without any further training or reinforcement.  In an experiment by Catania, Horne, and 

Lowe (1989), for example, high and low rates of responding occasioned by one set of 

stimuli extended to another set of stimuli when the stimuli in the second set were 

members of an equivalence class.  

Recent work in our laboratory has sought to understand the nature of 

equivalence relations more broadly.  In a recent study, Vaidya and Brackney 

(submitted) found that discriminative control over a particular response was acquired 

faster for stimuli within an equivalence class as compared to stimuli that came from 

different equivalence classes.  Two independent sets of three, three member 

equivalence classes were trained.  After equivalence relations were documented for 

both sets, simple discrimination training was carried out for stimuli in both sets. For one 

set of stimuli, the simple discriminations were established using stimuli from the same 

equivalence class.  For the other set, the discriminations were established using stimuli 

from different equivalence classes. For 3 out of 4 participants the simple discriminations 
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were acquired faster when the stimuli were drawn from within existing equivalence 

classes rather than across classes. These data suggest that stimuli that enter into 

equivalence relations become associated in ways other than those tested by the typical 

tests for stimulus equivalence. 

Outcomes such as the two described above are important if we are to begin 

considering equivalence relations generated in the laboratory as viable analogues or 

models of naturally occurring behavioral phenomena in the everyday world. The 

purpose of the current study is to further expand our understanding of the nature of a 

subset of equivalence relations (symmetry) in the directions established by the work 

cited above. 

Semantic Priming 

“Semantic priming” refers to a robust laboratory phenomenon that occurs when 

participants respond faster to two words that are related than to two words are not 

related.  For example, if asked whether two words go together (say ‘YES’) or not (say 

‘NO’), participants are faster to say “Yes” (or select Yes) when the words are “animal” 

and “tiger” than they are to say “No” (or select No)  when the words are “animal” and 

“coffee”. The first of these words is typically called the Prime and the second word is 

typically called the Target.  The faster reaction times are interpreted as evidence that 

related words belong to a common semantic network (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). 

The typical task used to assess semantic priming is called the Lexical Decision 

Task (LDT).  A typical trial begins with the presentation of a prime stimulus (usually a 

spoken or printed word) followed quickly by a target stimulus (also usually a spoken or 

printed word). The participant is then required to press one of two buttons to indicate a 
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‘yes’ or ‘no’ response. Two main measures fall out of this task. One is a measure of the 

participant’s choices following the presentation of the target stimulus (e.g., whether the 

participant says “yes” or “no”). The second is a measure of the time the participant takes 

to make either response.  

As described above, a common finding in these procedures is that participant’s 

reaction times are systematically different when they are accurately reporting “Yes” than 

when they are accurately reporting “No”. The pattern of data generated are said to be 

the result of more efficient retrieval dynamics resulting from generalized activation of the 

entire semantic network.  

If equivalence relations are to serve as viable analogues or models of naturally 

occurring semantic networks (Hayes & Hayes, 1992; Sidman, 1986), it is important to 

ascertain whether stimuli within equivalence classes are effective as primes and targets 

relative to stimuli not related via equivalence. The results of two studies (Hayes & 

Bisset, 1998, Barnes-Holmes, Stauton, Whelan, Barnes-Holmes, Commins, Walsh, 

Stewart, Smeets, & Dymond, 2005) suggest that equivalence relations among stimuli 

are sufficient to produce the semantic priming effect.  For example, Barnes-Holmes et 

al. (2005) trained the prerequisites for and documented the existence of two 4-member 

equivalence classes using nonsense words.  After training and testing was complete, 

participants completed a LDT utilizing the stimuli comprising the equivalence classes as 

well as novel stimuli.  Across the three experiments the researchers found priming 

effects for stimuli in equivalence classes.  

An important contribution of the Barnes-Holmes et al. (2005) study was their use 

of procedures that were typical of the conventional research on semantic priming. The 
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procedural consistencies make the task of comparing the effects of other variables of 

interest much easier. There were, however, a few issues that delimit the potential utility 

of their results. The first was that Barnes-Holmes et al. (2005) used nonsense words as 

stimuli in the study. This feature leaves open the possibility that factors like stimulus 

generalization (from real words) may have been partly responsible for the observed 

effects. One way to address this issue is to use arbitrary geometric forms as stimuli. A 

priming effect observed with such nonverbal stimuli would permit a stronger 

interpretation of equivalence relations as being sufficient for the priming effect. Second, 

the Barnes-Holmes study presented the LDT only after baseline training (Exp. 2) or after 

tests for derived relations had been presented (Exp. 1). It would have been interesting 

to present the LDT prior to any exposure to the stimuli to see if there any naturally-

occurring priming dynamics prior to controlled exposure to the stimuli.  The third 

limitation was the linear training structure utilized in training baseline line relations.  

Linear training structures can potentially introduce nodal distances between members of 

an equivalence class (Fields & Verhave,1987; Fields, Landon-Jimenez, Buffington, & 

Adams, 1995, but see Imam, 2001; 2006). Further, some research suggests that the 

effects of nodal distance can also involve reaction times and response speeds in 

addition to the accuracy of the response (Bentall, Jones, & Dickins, 1998; Spencer & 

Chase, 1996; but see Imam, 2006). These dynamics could interact in unspecified and 

unmeasured ways with reactions times which are the primary dependent measure in the 

LDT.  In the current study, we avoided this potential confound by using a one-to-many 

training structure and a many-to-one testing structure in which symmetry (nodal 

distance= 0) was assayed.  
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The purpose of the current study was to increase our understanding of the nature 

of symmetrical relations among stimuli. In particular, we ask if the effects known as 

semantic priming are characteristic of symmetrical relations among stimuli.  

Furthermore, we seek address this question using arbitrary geometric forms as stimuli 

to rule out stimulus generalization and isolate the role of symmetrical relations in 

producing the semantic priming effect. 
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METHOD 

Participants 

Six young adults (4 women, 2 men) were recruited from the University of North 

Texas to participate. The participants were recruited via flyers posted around campus 

and were selected on the basis of their availability and naïveté with respect to the terms 

and concepts of the experimental analysis of behavior.  Participants were instructed to 

“do as well as they could”. All data collection for a participant occurred in a single 

meeting and each participant was given $10 for their involvement, regardless of their 

performance.  Each experimental session lasted about 45 minutes depending on how 

many trials were required to meet our training criterion.   

Setting and Apparatus 

Sessions were conducted in a small room (2m by 3m) equipped with a chair, 

desk, and a Macintosh™ laptop computer.  Participants interacted with a custom-written 

software package (MTS version 11.67, Dube & Hiris, 1991) which tested for a semantic 

priming effect, carried out conditional discrimination training, and tested for the 

emergence of derived symmetrical relations between the trained stimuli.  Responses 

were made with either the computer mouse for conditional discrimination training and 

testing or the “J” and “L” keys on the computer keyboard for the LDT (described in detail 

below). 

Procedure 

All participants were introduced to the requirements of the LDT by having them 

complete 96 trials using pictures of everyday objects from commonly encountered 

categories.  In the experiment proper, each participant completed an LDT with arbitrary 
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geometric stimuli.  These same stimuli were then used in a matching-to-sample task to 

establish baseline conditional relations among stimuli. The participants were then 

reexposed to the LDT with the same stimuli.  Finally, participants completed the MTS 

task in which the emergence of derived symmetrical relations was assayed. Each of 

these conditions are described in detail below. 

Lexical Decision Task 

This task was derived from other lexical decision tasks in the semantic priming 

literature (Holcomb & Anderson, 1993). Each trial began with a fixation cross presented 

in the vertical and horizontal center of the screen. The cross remained on the screen for 

250 ms and disappeared. This was immediately followed by the presentation of the 

prime stimulus. The prime stimulus remained on the screen for 250 ms and was 

replaced by the target stimulus (250ms stimulus onset asynchrony, SOA). The target 

stimulus was accompanied by the words “yes” and “no” and both the target and the 

choices remained on the screen for 1500ms (see Figure 1).  If the participant did not 

respond “yes” or “no” within the 1500ms, no response was recorded and the next trial 

began.  No feedback was provided to the participant in this task and the next trial ITI 

began immediately after a choice was made.  A session consisted of 144 trials with a 

short break in the middle of the session.  All stimuli used in the study were presented an 

equal number of times as both primes and targets during the LDT. This created three 

distinguishable types of LDT trials. On Correct Prime trials, the prime and target stimuli 

both came from the same putative equivalence class (e.g., A1 presented as prime and 

D1 presented as target). On Incorrect Prime trials, the prime stimulus and the target 

stimulus came from different putative equivalence classes (e.g., A2 presented as prime 
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and C1 presented as target).  Finally, on Irrelevant Prime trials, the prime or the target 

stimuli came from the third set of stimuli which were never assigned to either class. See 

Table 1 for a layout of all stimulus combinations presented in the LDT. 

The following instructions were presented on the screen immediately prior to the 

beginning of the first trial of the first session: “Your task in this part is to decide whether 

two pictures presented go together or not.  Please focus your eyes on the cross in the 

middle of the computer screen and place your left and right index fingers on the letters 

“J” and “L” on the keyboard.  You will see one picture appear on the screen followed by 

a different picture in the same location.  Press the “J” key for “Yes” and the “L” key for 

“No”.  It is important to respond as quickly and accurately as you can in this task.  Click 

on the word “Continue” to begin. 

Matching to Sample Task - Training 

The training of the prerequisite baseline conditional relations was carried out in a 

matching to sample (MTS) task which began immediately after the first LDT with 

experimental stimuli was completed. The following instructions were presented on the 

screen immediately prior to the beginning of the first trial of the first session: “Your task 

in this part is to decide which pictures go with each other.   Click on the mouse to begin 

the trial and you will see a picture in the middle of the screen surrounded by other 

pictures in the corners of the screen.  Match the center picture with one of the corner 

pictures; use the mouse pad to select your choice.  You will receive feedback for your 

choices in this part of the task to help you learn what to do.  Click on the word 

‘Continue” to begin.’” 
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Each trial was initiated by the participant by pressing the space bar or clicking the 

mouse anywhere on the screen.  This was followed by the presentation of the sample 

stimulus in the horizontal and vertical center of the computer monitor and three picture-

based comparison stimuli presented in the corners of the monitor.  The locations of the 

3 comparison choices were randomized such that each stimulus appeared in each of 

the four corners an equal number of times. Selection of the correct comparison stimulus 

produced a series of tones and the word “Correct” on the screen for 1 second and 

selection of the incorrect comparison stimuli produced the word “Wrong” for the same 

duration.  Participants progressed from one training block to the next once 90% 

accuracy was obtained on the last 48 trials.  During the second training block the trials 

were completely randomized.   

Participants were taught eight conditional relations designed to yield two, 4-

member equivalence classes. Specifically, participants learned to match comparison 

stimuli B1, C1, and D1 to sample stimulus A1 and comparison stimuli B2, C2, and D2 to 

sample stimulus A2. The training was expected to result in two equivalence classes – 

A1-B1-C1-D1 and A2-B2-C2-D2. For the purposes of a control trial type in the LDT, 

each MTS training trial presented three stimuli – one which was correct given the 

current sample (e.g., B1 given A1 as sample), one which was incorrect given the current 

sample (e.g., B2 given A1 as sample), and one which was always incorrect regardless 

of the sample stimulus presented (see Table 2 for a description of the particular trials). 

Training continued until the participant’s performance accuracy was greater than 90% 

for the last block of 48 randomized trials. 
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Match to Sample Task – Testing 

 The tests for emergent conditional relations were also carried out in the 

matching-to-sample procedure. All details were identical to the training conditions with a 

few exceptions.  The stimuli that were presented as comparison stimuli during training 

now appeared as sample stimuli and stimuli presented as sample stimuli during training 

now appeared as comparison stimuli.  These symmetry trials were also randomly 

interspersed with baseline trials.  Both symmetry and baseline trials were tested in 

extinction (no feedback).  No accuracy criterion was imposed so each participant 

contacted exactly two blocks of 96 trials – 192 total (96 symmetry, 96 baseline) during 

testing. Table 3 presents the particular derived trial types presented during the testing 

blocks. Symmetry was the only emergent relation assayed in this study. 
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RESULTS 

 All participants completed the LDT pretraining exercise without any problems.  

No data were collected during the LDT pretraining condition and nothing further will be 

said about the pretraining performances. 

Conditional Discrimination 

Training 

After the initial lexical decision task (LDT) all participants moved into conditional 

discrimination training.  During the training sessions, accuracy criterion was set at 90% 

of the last 48 trials during the second block of training trails. Figure 2 presents the 

number of trials required by each participant to meet the acquisition criterion. All 

participants except one (Sp3) met the acquisition criterion with the first 48 randomized 

trials in the second block. Sp3 did not reach above 90% accuracy until 74 randomized 

training trials were contacted.   

Testing 

The top panel of Figure 3 presents each participant’s accuracy on the baseline 

conditional discrimination trials during testing.  These trials were identical to the trials 

presented during training expect that no feedback was provided. This figure shows that 

participants’ accuracy ranged 86 -100 percent.  All participants except one (Sp3) 

maintained acquisition criterion for baseline trials.  

All participants were also exposed to symmetry testing trials following the second 

presentation of the LDT. The bottom panel of Figure 3 presents each participant’s 

accuracy on trial types assessing symmetry.  The left-most bars present the mean 

accuracy for all subjects with the error bars representing one standard deviation above 
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and below the mean.  The remaining bars present data from the individual participants. 

The figure shows that five of the six participants showed evidence of symmetrical 

relations among the stimuli. For these participants, accuracy on symmetry tests 

exceeded 85% correct. Sp3 was again the exception.  Of the five, only one (Sp1) was 

less than 90% accurate on trials with derived symmetrical relations.  For Sp1, the errors 

on symmetry test trials involved the same stimuli that were incorrectly responded to on 

baseline testing trials.  No such pattern was identifiable for Sp3.   

Lexical Decision Task 

Prior to the establishment of baseline relations: Figure 4 presents a summary of 

“Yes” and “No” responses on the LDT.  Prior to establishment of baseline relations, the 

average proportion of “No” responses was undifferentiated across trial types.  Individual 

proportions of responses varied widely across participants. 

Figure 5 shows mean reaction times before (top panel) and after (bottom panel) 

establishment of baseline relations.  During the first presentation of the LDT, reaction 

time measures largely were undifferentiated across the three trial types. Prior to the 

establishment of baseline conditional relations, differences in reaction times on the 

three different trial types were not statistically significant for all participants (Kruskal 

Wallis one-way non parametric ANOVA, α = 0.05).  Group averages are separated by 

the dotted line and the error bars represent + 1 standard deviation from the mean.  

Notice that, for the first presentation of the LDT, there was no basis for the 

participants to report “yes” and “no” – their responses were arbitrary because the prime 

and target stimuli were unassigned to stimulus classes at that time. After conditional 

discrimination training, the stimuli were supposedly grouped into either one of two 
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separate four member equivalence classes or a set of untrained stimuli as described 

above. 

After baseline training: As described above, training in Phase 2 subdivided each 

lexical decision task trial of Phase 3 into three trial types.  The correct prime (CP) (e.g. 

A1-B1, A2-B2 presented stimuli within established classes. The incorrect prime (IP) trial 

type involved a prime from one class and a target from the other (e.g. A1-B2, A2-B1).  

The irrelevant prime (IRR) trial type contained untrained stimuli as target or prime (e.g. 

A1-R, R- A1).  This set of stimuli functioned as controls for assessing reaction times 

across the different trial types.  That is, responding on irrelevant and incorrect prime 

trials should both be biased toward “No” responses after training because participants 

had histories with incorrect stimuli that established their membership in separate 

classes (“No” response is expected) and had histories with irrelevant stimuli such that 

they were not in any equivalence classes (“No” response also expected). This allowed 

us to compare reaction times for “No” responses for the class-inconsistent and class-

irrelevant trials. The irrelevant prime trials also served as a control in that they 

constituted test stimuli to which participants had an equal amount of exposure as the 

stimuli tested for symmetry. 

During the second exposure to the LDT (following baseline MTS training), 

behavior on the LDT responding changed along two dimensions: the likelihood of 

reporting “Yes” and “No” and the amount of time it took to make that report. For all 6 

participants the proportion of “No” responses for the correct prime trial decreased post 

training.  For 5 of 6 participants, the likelihood of reporting “No” on incorrect and 

irrelevant prime trials increased (Sp1, Sp2, and Sp4) or remained high (Sp3 and Sp6). 
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Sp5 was the only exception for whom the likelihood of reporting ‘No’ on irrelevant prime 

trials decreased relative to the pre-training exposure to the LDT (see Figure 4).  Group 

averages are separated by the dotted line and the error bars are the standard deviation 

from the mean.  

With respect to reaction time, all six participants showed significant differences 

after the baseline MTS training was complete (see bottom panel of Figure 5). For all six 

participants, reaction times on incorrect prime trials were slower than on correct prime 

trials. For Sp1, Sp3 and Sp4 this difference was statistically significant (non parametric 

multiple range test on ranked data, α = 0.05).  For all participants, reaction times were 

fastest for the irrelevant prime trial though not all differences were statistically 

significant.  Significant differences in mean reaction time between each trial types for 

each participant are indicated by asterisks in Figure 5.  A trial type with an asterisk was 

statistically different than either of the other two trials types.  If no asterisk was shown 

for a given trial type then mean reaction time was not different than any other trial type 

without an asterisk. 
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DISCUSSION 

In this experiment, we attempted to identify if conditional discrimination training, 

which is sufficient to produce responding defined as symmetry, is sufficient to produce a 

semantic priming effect in a group of arbitrary, geometric form (i.e., non-word) stimuli.  If 

the development of laboratory-generated equivalence relations and the development an 

expansion of naturally occurring semantic networks are related phenomena, it should be 

possible to relate the characteristics measures of one kind of performance with 

characteristic measures of another kind of performance. The purpose of the study was 

to attempt such a comparison. 

The results of the study are in broad agreement with the results of many 

experiments in the stimulus equivalence literature – participants readily acquired the 

conditional discrimination and that history of training was sufficient to produce derived 

relational responses (i.e., symmetry). All participants that maintained 90% accuracy for 

trained relations during testing also demonstrated symmetrical responding at or above 

90% accuracy.   

Following the conditional discrimination training, the allocation of responses 

during the LDT changed significantly. Participants began to respond “Yes” more often to 

prime-target pairs that were members of the same class and respond “No” more often 

for prime-target pairs that were members of different classes. The likelihood of 

responding “No” also increased for the prime-target pairs that contained the unassigned 

stimuli even beyond the slight bias toward “No” responses observed during the pre-

training LD task.  
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Reaction time measures on the first exposure to the LDT were undifferentiated.  

This was expected given that these stimuli were completely novel for the participants 

and there was no known basis on which response allocation differences or reaction time 

differences could be based.  In this sense, the trial type distinctions used to describe the 

data from the pre-training LD task are meaningless and the use of the labels is 

designed only to facilitate discussion of the relevant data. It was not until participants 

contacted conditional discrimination training that statistically significant reaction time 

differences emerged across the different trial types.  All 6 participants showed 

significant differences in reaction times in the lexical decision task after baseline 

conditional relations had been established. All participants showed the priming effect in 

which the incorrect prime had a higher mean reaction time compared to correct and 

irrelevant prime trials.  For three participants that difference was significant (Sp1, Sp3 

and Sp4).  For all participants mean reaction times were slowest for the trials in which 

either the prime or the target stimulus was an unassigned stimulus. This difference was 

statistically significant for three participants (Sp2, Sp5, and Sp6). 

The priming effect seen for the correct prime trial was consistent with our 

hypothesis that the correct prime trials were trials in which the prime and target were 

also responded to symmetrically. The consistently higher reaction times seen for the 

incorrect prime trials was also consistent with our hypothesis that the prime and targets 

utilized for that trial type were not members of a common classes and, therefore, 

symmetrical responding was absent.  The reaction time data on the irrelevant trial type 

also supported our general hypothesis in that “Yes” and “No” responding itself did not 

account for the reaction time differences.  This was evident because the proportion of 
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“No” responding for the incorrect and irrelevant prime trials was high across participants 

yet the reaction times for irrelevant trials were clearly lower than the incorrect prime 

trials. Taken together, these results provide support for the idea that laboratory 

generated equivalence relations and naturally developing and expanding semantic 

relations are related phenomena. 

There was one exception to the conclusions presented above. Sp3, who did not 

show symmetrical responding according to our criterion, nevertheless demonstrated the 

typical priming effect. Although these data are contrary to the pattern established above,  

this finding does not nullify the previous conclusions for several reasons.  First, it’s 

important to note that Sp3 did not fail to engage in responses indicative of symmetry but 

simply failed to do it at the level required by our mastery criterion (90% accuracy).  A 

90% accuracy criterion is rather high given the three choice comparison array. The 

participant’s performance was more accurate than chance (33% with three comparison 

choices), however, and it may be that these levels of accuracy on symmetry trials are 

sufficient to produce a priming effect. Second, the demonstration of symmetrical 

responding in a conditional discrimination task is only one aspect of responding to 

stimuli related via equivalence. Sp3, for example, may have passed other tests of 

equivalence class formation which would have then corresponded with the finding of 

small but consistent differences in reaction time measures in the LDT. In future 

research, the conditional discrimination testing and LDT target prime pairs should be 

expanded to include complete assessments of equivalence class formation.   

Over all the data is supportive of the finding of Barnes-Holmes and colleagues 

(2005).  Some additional controls were taken in our research to address potential issues 
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related to using nonsense words as stimuli in the LDT, the lack of baseline LDT 

measures, and using a linear training structure during conditional discrimination training.  

The observation of semantic priming for non-word stimuli within an equivalence class 

provides further support for the idea that training of the relations themselves, regardless 

of the form of the stimuli, can lead to semantic priming effects.  We were also able to 

make direct comparisons between reaction time differences before and after conditional 

discrimination training.  Utilizing a one-to-many training structure and only providing 

symmetry trials during testing for derived relations completely removed nodal distance 

effects as possibly accounting for the reaction time differences.   

The current findings should not be surprising.  The semantic relatedness of 

words which produce the “automatic” priming effect is, at least in part, due to the 

associative history of the semantic forms (Hutchison, 2003).  While other 

conceptualizations of the semantic priming effect exist, there is general agreement that 

associative history contributes to the development of semantic networks.  Stimulus 

equivalence and its tests (symmetry) can be conceptualized as measures of association 

among stimuli.  Once stimuli enter into an equivalence class, we respond to them 

differently.  The basis of the difference is attributed to the specific training between 

stimuli in that some stimuli become related or associated. 

In this context, the reaction time differences demonstrated in semantic priming 

seem to be an ideal complementary measure of the behavioral effects which 

accompany stimuli that have become associated in some way.  If both stimulus 

equivalence and semantic priming are based in stimulus associations, we ask if both 

are also complementary component behaviors for language.  Given these positive 
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results it then becomes important to ask, under what conditions do we observe both of 

these behavioral phenomena?   

Stimuli within which have been responded to in accordance with symmetry, 

showing semantic priming effects, provides further support that the study of symmetry, 

and by extension, stimulus equivalence, may serve as an analogue to certain aspects of 

language.  The semantic priming literature, which is vast and robust, has inferred the 

priming effect to be a byproduct of semantic language networks and it is this intricate 

verbal network that enabled the sophistication of our communication and engendered 

the human species with the evolutionary and technological success we currently enjoy.  

If training stimuli in an equivalence class produces these same effects then much can 

be contributed by both literatures to our general understanding of linguistic behavior.  
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Figure 1. Lexical decision task schematic. 
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Figure 2. Mean and total conditional discrimination training trials for six participants.  
Error bars indicated standard deviation from the mean.  The average number of training 
trials across the six participants is separated by the dotted line. 
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Figure 3.  Conditional discrimination testing accuracy for trained (top panel) and derived 
(bottom panel) symmetrical relations.  Error bars indicate standard deviation from the 
mean.  The dotted line separates group and individual accuracies. 
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Figure 4. Proportion of “No” responses in the lexical decision task pre and post training 
across the three trial types.  Error bars indicate standard deviation from the mean.  The 
group data is separated by a dotted line. 
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Figure 5. Pre (top panel) and post (bottom panel) training mean reaction time data in 
seconds for individual participants and the group. Three trial types ranked reaction 
times were not significantly different for 6 participants pre training (Kruskal Wallis one-
way non parametric ANOVA, α = 0.05).  Post training, significant differences between 
trial types for each participant are indicated by asterisks (non parametric multiple range 
test on ranked data, α = 0.05).  Error bars indicate standard deviation from the mean.  
The group data is separated by a dotted line. 
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Table 1 

Lexical Decision Task Trial Types 

Comparison as Prime, Sample as Target        

Correct Prime B1A1 B2A2 C1A1 C2A2 D1A1 D2A2 

Incorrect Prime B2A1 B1A2 C2A1 C1A2 D2A1 D1A2 

Irrelevant Prime QA1 RA2 SA1 TA2 UA1 VA2 

Sample as Prime, Comparison as Target       

Correct Prime A1B1 A2B2 A1C1 A2C2 A1D1 A2D2 

Incorrect Prime A1B2 A2B1 A1C2 A2C1 A1D2 A2D1 

Irrelevant Prime A1Q A2Q A1S A2T A1U A2V 

Note.  Priming tests are within stimulus classes, across stimulus classes, and across irrelevant stimuli 
explicitly not trained as members in either class.  Trials are presented with both the sample and 
comparisons as primes and targets. 
 

Table 2 

Conditional Discrimination Training Layout 

Sample Comparisons 

  Correct Incorrect Irrelevant 

A1 B1 B2 Q 

A2 B2 B1 R 

A1 C1 C2 S 

A2 C2 C1 T 

A1 D1 D2 U 

A2 D2 D1 V 

Note. Stimuli with the same numeral designation are members of the same class. 
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Table 3 

Conditional Discrimination Testing Layout 

Sample Comparisons 

  Correct Incorrect Irrelevant 

B1 A1 A2 Q 

B2 A2 A1 R 

C1 A1 A2 S 

C2 A2 A1 T 

D1 A1 A2 U 

C2 A2 A1 V 

Note. Stimuli with the same numeral designation are members of the same class. 
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